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What does the world needs the most now



While meandering around the Murray Hill district of Manhattan, I was stopped dead by an intriguing sign: Sal Anthony, famous Italian chef, has gone raw! An Italian chef goes raw? Is it like a Chanel shopper going Goth? Lovely oxymorons scotch-taped in windows always sucker me in to find out the backstory. When I
entered the pristine café, like the stench of freshly pickled iceberg lettuce, I saw the man myself. He was dressed in full chef's regalia, crouched over a Magi-Mix instructing an intern about the correct way to treat the unprocessed. His food was good. Clever, in that offered more than the usual crudités and hummus flavors
and expensive dehydrator waffles, the usual standbys of raw foodism. But I'm not here to talk about the food. A bit of Google reveals a backstory - a community-minded restaurateur offering patrons a bargain ($14.95 prix fixe) fall victim to hard capitalism - the only form of capitalism our selfish society seems to
understand. His rent octuples, he's forced out. At the same time, or perhaps karmic, he becomes interested in health and fitness. Not an automatic progression for an ossobuco maestro.  So he develops his own yoga brand and opens a gym, or in his words, a motion studio. De Inc. will tell you that when you come into
contact with your body - and I don't mean slathering it with $200-a-gloop body lotion and dressing it in Prada - you ever so magically start thinking about others.  His self-styled movement salon is also trying to offer a bargain. 1.5 hour classes packed comes in at about $12.  I'm reliably told this is a bargain in Manhattan,
even when it's no-initiation season at scaniest gyms. All this is what Anthony calls soft capitalism. Google soft capitalism, and you land on some vaguely unsatisfactory and nebulous definitions involving the words socialism and communism. Anthony's definition: Soft capitalism says 6 people sit down, I stand up, I make
all the money, you five do nothing. Soft capitalism is: six of us sit down, we all make a few bucks and get on with our lives. It works, I've proven it. So it looks. In his Vanishing New York clip, he candidly states he is very close to bankruptcy every day, but I'm not hungry, I live, I raise children, and I do it through soft
capitalism. That includes running a raw food cafe, a yoga studio, a florist and two other restaurants, and - perhaps the real test - he seems to be having fun. I can see when people are having fun. They're busy, but they have time for you. Anthony didn't know me from a soap bar, but put down his big chef's knife, wiped
his hands and came out behind his blender to explain to me what his case was about. He encouraged me to try his modestly priced locust, date and nut balls, but don't give any free samples - remember, it's soft capitalism, not a charity. A little bit of money makes the world go around. Make no mistake, I need money, I
have to pay rent, I have to feed my family, I like money, says Anthony, speaking for everyone on the planet except carthusian monks. I like capitalism, I don't like communism, I don't like socialism. Capitalism could work. But soft capitalism. Not raw capitalism. Raw capitalism? Get the most, give the least, give the least,
get the most. Where the hell are we going to go with that? We're going to hell with it. We're all on the same rowing boat, and it's going to sink. As I rode my bike through Cuba, someone watching the government propaganda channel (the second channel screens nonstop Mexican soap operas) told me that Fidel Castro
was heard to say, in essence, Capitalism is not the answer because it destroys society. But communism is not the answer because it destroys individuality. What we are looking for is a way of achieving both. Whether someone was just passing his own private ideal like Castro I don't know, but I now feel that there is a
label for that ideal, and it's called, soft capitalism. Anthony's message goes beyond yoga and untreated foods. His Vanishing New York film project joins the chorus against cancer greed that destroys whatever society is still left in the streets. He talks about the luxury of condomania, the rents that wipe out beloved, 40-
year-old institutions in a single hike, ever-longer commutes to work and even longer hours at work, and questiones what will happen to us if we don't start throwing some tenderizer at hard capitalism. As a beginner to New York, I wander around the city, agree with Curbed, and wonder if anyone has ever thought of
developing even semi-luxury condominiums. That is, to make a tropospheric rather than stratospheric profit, providing a service to their fellow human beings and really, help keep our street corners interesting. I would grudgingly agree that Banana Republic, Starbucks et al have the right to exercise their hard capitalism -
but does it have to be on every street corner? A few short years ago I was lucky to visit a unique little development called Pen Park Commons in Portland, where two guys got together and swapged an old duplex into 6.1-2 bedroom condominiums and priced them from a very affordable $92,000. What makes this a
landmark achievement in modern co-housing is honoring expediency in every respect. Here is a renovation that left most of the modest but characterful fixtures, fittings and finishes intact - repairs were made where they mattered. The whole complex was spruced up in the most lovely and habitable way with paint and the
magic ingredient good taste. 5 single people who do not own a car, and 1 couple with a baby, baby, able to move in. We're not talking the usual restrictive co-housing scenario where you're required to sit through endless meetings that lead to unimaginable decisions, suffer forced weekly dinners, and where the childless
have to endure freewheeling screaming children. Nor are we talking a bunch of beaten-hippies in and out of each other's prayer chairs and ice boxes. The residents are professionals who simply live a simpler, Design (Actually) Within Reach lifestyle, and they meet as a community when they want and when it matters. 
It's one of the few places I felt I wanted - and more importantly, could afford to - live. Back to Anthony's $12.50 classes that I'm preparing for as I write this post. So he can make money offering these kinds of deals? I'd rather charge $60 an hour instead of $100 an hour, $12 a class instead of $30 a class. I try to keep
things in line with what's going on so we can afford to stay healthy. I always say, what can we do, what can we afford to do, for ourselves and others? Even more affordable is the excellent free soup, bread and cake served daily to his yoga clients - soft capitalism owes its taste to generosity.   Although this theme runs
fine during Windows XP, the sounds didn't work during my testing – there's a complicated troubleshooting section in the important file that accompanies this download, but I didn't take time to follow its recommendations. And yet, silence seems appropriate for deep space – Kim Saccio-Kent Note: When you buy
something after clicking on links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Details.
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